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Modules and Objects

Modules are text files with .py extension

Import modules to use them (use import keyword without specifying .py)

More on this later on in the course

“Objects are Python’s abstraction for data. All data in a Python 
program is represented by objects or by relations between objects.”
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When an object is created...

These never 
change



Variable assignment

What happens when we…

>>> sides = 4

ID:10915392

type: INT

value: 4

A new object is created and the

name ‘sides’ points to it (i.e. it is a 
reference in the Namespace)

INT is immutable, therefore:



Name of variables

You can choose the name you like but:

1. Can only contain A-Z, a-z, 0-9 or _  

i.e. no +, -, ; etc. allowed

2. Cannot start with a number
3. Cannot be one of the reserved words



Variable assignment: question for you

What happens when we execute the following code… ?

>>> value = 10
>>> print(id(value))
>>> print(type(value))
>>> print(value)

>>> value = value + 1    #note: can write this as value += 1
>>> print(id(value))
>>> print(type(value))
>>> print(value)

ID:10914784

type: INT

value: 10

ID:10914816

type: INT

value: 11

id(11)

value

value



Built-in data types



Integers

As one would expect...

REMEMBER: Immutable 

Their range is limited ONLY by the 
AVAILABLE memory

ID:10914688

type: INT

value: 7

a

ID:10914592

type: INT

value: 4

b



Booleans

Assume only values True and False

Boolean algebra rules...

All numbers evaluate 
to True, except 0.



Reals

In python they are floating points (floats). 64 bits of information divided in sign, exponent (11bits) and mantissa (52 
bits).  N : mantissa * 2^Exponent

Use parenthesis or remember 
precedence of operators...



Strings

In python they are immutable objects 
that are used to represent and work 
with text .

They contain unicode characters (that 
can also represent formatting like 
newline \n, tab \t …)



Strings

Escape special characters 



Strings

Functions and operators

read only!



Strings



Strings

Indexing and Slicing

Indexing starts from 0 

str[i] : i+1-th character

str[S:E:step] slice string
Remember: 

S inclusive, E exclusive, step is 
optional

 



Strings

Methods

OBJ . method : 
“apply method to OBJ” 

Recall that methods are “things 
that we can do on objects”



Strings

Example:



Strings



Strings

Remember:

strings are 
immutable 
and do not 
support item 
assignment
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Questions ?



https://qcbsciprolab2020.readthedocs.io/en/latest/practical2.html

Go quickly 
through the 
text and do 
the exercises 
at the end


